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NOMENCLATURE

E Constant electromotive force

e Transient electromotive force

e. Transient electromotive force, induced

e t Transient electromotive force, armature terminals

I Constant current

i Transient current

%
t

Transient current, primary coil

iz Transient current, secondary coil

i c Transient current, condenser

i A Transient current, armature

Q, Constant quantity of electricity

q Transient quantity of electric ity

R Resistance

R£ Resistance, primary coil

R2 Resistance, secondary coil

Ra Resistance, armature

r
5

Resistance, spark gap

rc Resistance, interrupter's contacts

R s Resistance, secondary circuit, total

Rp Resistance, primary circuit, total

L Coefficient of self-induction

L, coefficient of self-induction, primary coil

L
2

Coefficient of self-induction, secondary coil

M Coefficient of mutual -induction





Capacity

X Inductive reactance

X, Inductive reactance, primary coil « S^f L,

Inductive reactance, secondary coil = 2?ff L 2

X^ Armature ofrmic R&ac-teince.

Xm Mutual -inductive reactance

Xc
Capacity reactance

Xp Equivalent reactance of quantity n (X, • X*. )

Z Equivalent impedance of quantity /x * + R*

N, dumber of turns of the primary coil

I 2
Number of turns of the secondary coil

NA Number of turns of the armature windings

w Angular velocity, equivalent to Zftf

t Time

9 Angle, equivalent to w t

t Angle, constant

f Frequency

7£ Ratio of the circumference of a circle to its diameter

n Number, 1, 2, 3, etc.

£ Base of naperian logarithms

j Imaginary quantity of |/^1

1 Length

S Speed, revolutions per minute

A, B, a, b, , , constants

D "Symbolic operator" (see any text on differential

equations)





ELECTRICAL IGNITION

Introduction

One of the most important details of gas engine op-

eration has been the development of a suitable means Qf ig-

nition.

Ignition, with reference to the internal combustion

engine, is the igniting of the explosive charge within the

engine cylinder at the proper time to deliver the force of

the expanding gases to the piston. Good ignition can be

obtained by igniting the charge at the proper position of

the piston with uniformity at varying speeds. It would seem

at first thought to be a simple matter to construct a reli-

able machine to accomplish this, but the description of the

different improvements given in the next chapter will show

how much time and thought have been necessary to develop the

present ignition systems.

At the present time, the most used and the most

successful form of ignition is by electric spark, which is

known as the jump spark ignition. This has proven to be the

most satisfactory in the large majority of internal combus-

tion engines and in automibles it is used exclusively. It

is by far the most reliable and flexible method in use.

There are two general systems of producing the jump spark,

namely; battery and magneto systems.

The principles involved in these two systems are

to produce a transient voltage across the spark plug points





which is sufficiently high to break down the dielectric me-

dium between the plug points, producing spark discharges

across them. Hence the successful operation of these two

systems are entirely dependent upon the transient electric

phenomena.

The object of this thesis is to study these tran-

sient phenomena experimentally and verify the results if

possible by means of mathematical solutions.
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Chapter I

Method of Ignition

The first successful form of ignition was obtained

by means of an open flame which was dra?m into the cylinder

at the proper time. Flame ignition, however, is uncertain,

difficult of application, not economical, and therefore has

been abandoned on modern engines.

The next form of ignition used was the hot tube,

in which a closed tube connecting with the engine cylinder

was first heated to a red heat by means of an external flame.

The gas ie injected into the cylinder, compressed. This

charge of gas under compression becomes explosive and will

ignite from the hot tube. The heat of the burning gas is

sufficient to keep the tube hot. This form of ignition is

satisfactory in small engines especially with the constant

speed stationary types, but is hardly sufficient to ignite

a large volume of gas such as is admitted to a large engine,

and is poorly adapted to timing variable speed engines.

One of the simplest forms of igniters is that used

by the Deisel Engine Company. In this engine the air is

compressed to a very high pressure and the temperature is

then sufficient to ignite the entering charge of gas, which

is delivered to the cylinder at a pressure slightly higher

than the compression pressure. This then requires no special

ignition apparatus, and the time of ignition is controlled

by the time of admission to the cylinder.
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1 "Make c*<nd Break,

"Make and "break" was the first type of electrical

ignition. The equipment consists of a coil of insulated, wire

wound arcrund a soft iron wire core; a contact device inside

the cylinder, operated by a cam mechanism, to close and open

the circuit connected to the storage batteries or dry cells.

The operation of a make and break ignition system is as

follows

:

When the contact is closed a current is established

in the coil, when the contact is opened, the sudden break

in the circuit causes an inductive kick, forming an arc be-

tween the opening contact thus igniting the charge. There

was much trouble experienced with this system as it is dif-

ficult to keep the contacts clean.

" Jump spark ignition " was the next development. With

this system the contact was brought outside the cylinder,

eliminating the burned and dirty contacts, and in place a

spark plug was used. The equipment used consists of one coil

for each cylinder with a primary and secondary winding, a
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"F t Cf . 2 Tc*nnf* Spark SysY<Lm"

vibrator being connected in series with the primary circuit

of this coil, shunted "with a condenser to make the interrup-

tion more effective, a low tension distributor with as many

points as cylinders, a spark plug for each cylinder and a

source of energy
?
either batteries or magneto.

Similar to the "make and break", after establishing

a current in the primary coil, the primary circuit is suddenly

broken and this change induces a high transient voltage in

the secondary winding which in turn produces a spark across

the plug points. It should be noted that this is the first

system to use a transformer and a distributor timing mechan-

ism for ignition purposes. Undoubtedly a great improvement

was made in this system. Still the ignition was not satis-

factory especially with a high speed engine as it was found

the
impossible to make

4
different vibrators equally sensitive.

This would cause an uneven running of the engine.

"A master vibrator ", which controlled all the coils

from one vibrator came next. It gave a uniformity in the
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time of firing and the engine would operate very smoothly

when the proper adjustment of this one vibrator was obtained.

The single spark system of ignition made use of an

interrupter instead of the master vibrator. This was placed

mm^m
J





?

at one end of the magneto and a cam on the same shaft opened

the interrupter contact, the same as did the master vibrator,

except that it was opened -without any lag and occurred at

exactly the same angle regardless of the engine speed. The

interrupter could also be adjusted for advance and retard

position. The low-tension distributor at this stage practi-

cally disappeared, and in its place came the high-tension

distributor, which eliminated all but one coil. Also at this

stage all direct current tj^pee of magnetos were discarded

and the alternating current type was used, arranged so that

the time of break in the interrupter occurred at the peak

of the e.m.f. wave. This system of ignition is one that is

most commonly employed in all recent internal combustion

engines especially with the high power, high speed engines,

such as those used in automibles, aeroplanes, and motor boats.

The scope of this paper is to present the operating

characteristics of this system which may however be sub-

divided into three general classifications, namely:

1. Battery distributor ignition

2. Low-tension magneto ignition

3. High-tension magneto ignition

Each of these three methods will be fully described and dis-

cussed separately in the chapters III and V.
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Chapter II

Apparatus Employed

The principal apparatus used throughout the entire

experiment was an oscillograph. Since the experimental part

of the subject is the study of electrical transients that

occur at different stages of the operation of ignition units,

this can best be done by making photographic records of

the transient currents or voltages with an oscillograph.

The oscillograph in question was made by the General Elec-

tric Company, the type of which is Duddel's. As the con-

struction, manipulation, and working principles of an os-

cillograph is well known to Electrical Engineers, they will

purposely be omitted in the paper. However, it must be

pointed out that the data obtained from the oscillograph

is not accurate enough for precision work even with a very

accurate calibration, but is fairly content for the purposes,

such as the object of this paper, which requires the results

within three to five percent errors. This error is due to

the fact that the width of the curves themselves may be

several percent of their magnitudes, in some cases they are

as high as fifty percent.

The figure of merit or sensitivity of the oscillo-

graph galvanometer elements were calibrated with direct

current from a storage battery, with the ordinary ammeters

and voltmeters of the Weston type.

The magnetoes that were tested in the course of
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these experiments were as follows;

Dixie high-tension

Splitdorf low-tension, Model T

Bosch high tension, Type N U - 4

G. E. low-tension

Kingston low-tension, Model L

National low-tension, Model 0-4
A large percent of the following data relates to the first

two types including the battery distributor system of the

second machine. The description of the principal types will

be given separately in the following chapters.

The motor used to drive the magneto© was a direct

current shunt motor rated 4 E.P., 110 volts, 1275 R.P.M. It

will be noted that the capacity of^motor is many times larger

than the necessary power to drive a magneto. This was pur-

posely chosen in order to keep a constant speed for any given

set of the tests. The variation of the motor speed was ob-

tained by armature rheostat method and the field excitation

was kept as stiff as possible so that the disturbance of

speed due to the armature reaction was a minimum.

A definite wave point closing switch the function,

of which was to close the relay switch at any predetermined

phase angle, that is any desired point on the alternating

electro-motive force wave, was devised. The complete an-

alysis of the working principles, construction, and manipu-

lation of this special device, which was originated by the
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author, will be found in Appendix "B". The transients of

the alternating current depend upon the phase angle at •which

the circuit is closed or opened. If the switch is closed or

opened at random the curve thus obtained is of little or no

use for the analytical purposes. There is, however, a similar

device developed by Mr. Bagley in 1913 at University of Illi-

nois which serves the same purpose, but for the author's use

the switch was somewhat inconvenient, as it required too much

power to operate, iiurther the contact point made by means of

a roller draws arcs due to poor contact when the switch is

closed, which in turn produces an irregularity in the curve

at the most important part of the transient.

A rotating contact maker which is a part of the a-

bove switch was made use of for another purpose by connect-

ing it directly to the shaft of the magneto and impressing

and e.m.f . across the two stationery brushes attached to the

contact maker, the curcuit of which contains an oscillograph

element in series with a resistance. Thus when the magneto

A
is running, ascertain definite position of the armature

with reference to the field magnet , the contact point on the

rotating disc and one of the brushes close the circuity the
Tb.s

other brush being at rest on a slip ring, starts an impulse
A

current that flows through the oscillograph element making a

record on the photographic film at this particular instant.

If we use another or two more elements for some characteris-

tic waves, such as current or e.m.f., this impulse kick serves
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as a reference point for any number of films so long as the

position of brush is not changed. The reference point due

to this device will be seen in the Figs. SO to £3.

The determinations of the constants such as the numeri-

cal values of resistances, capacity, and self inductances were

made by the wheatstone bridge methods. The inductance of the

armature winding was determined by the same method - Anderson

modification of the Maxwell's method - for several different

positions of the armature over a complete revolution. ( See

graph 5)

.
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Chapter III

Battery Distributor System

The battery distributor ignition consists of three

or more storage batteries as a source of energy, high-tension

distributor, interrupter, and a transformer, the diagramAcon-

nections of which are shown in Fig, 11.

hi a/ 11 &atfery J? fsiy/'butot- System.

This system is usually used in combination with a

low tension magneto ignition. A switch is provided to shift

the source of power from battery to magneto or vice verse.

This method is very satisfactory as an igniter especially

with a low speed engine. However, it is somewhat unsatis-

factory with high speed engines, the reason for which will

be explained later in connection with the mathematic formula,

hence this system is ideal ignition for the starting or crank-

ing speed. Thus after the engine is once started the source

of energy is transferred from the battery to magneto which

is more suitable means of ignition for higher engine speed.

The operating principles of the battery ignition

system may briefly be presented here before taking up the
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analytical part of the principles involved.

On rotating the engine shaft the interrupter moves

to a position where the primary or the battery circuit is

closed and a current is established in the primary coil.

This current produces a flux proportional to the product of

current and magnetic permeability in the transformer core.

For the sake of simplicity, let us assume that the magnetic

permeability of a core is constant, then the flux produced

is directly proportional to the strength of current and the

part of the energy thus withdrawn from the battery is stored

L I 2
in form of the magnetic flux equals to —g— where L is the

coefficient of self-induction of the primary coil and I is

the final value of the current, and the rest of the energy

is discipated in the form of heat.

But as the engine is still further rotated the

primary circuit is interrupted; the current and therefore

flux rapidly fall to zero. This sudden change of flux in-

duces a high voltage in the secondary coil which in turn

causes a spark to jump across one of the plugs to the engine

f^ame and thence through the ftame to the ground connection

of the secondary coil. This process is repeated as the en-

gine rotates, excepting that on each successive break the

distributor has moved so as to connect the secondary with

the proper engine cylinder.

The theoretical explanation of these transient cur-

rents, hence the useful transient voltage which tends to

produce spark discharges can best be made by means of the
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mathematical formulae. The process of deriving these formulae

will "be found in Appendix "A".

From the equation (3), the growth of primary current

from the instrnt the interrupter- closes the circuit,

i. = #,(/-€-**; - a)

which shows that an infinite time is required for the current

Eto reach the steady value - . But in circuits met with in
R

' E
practice i, will be very nearly equal to - in a comDaratively

%±
short interval of time since the term €~ ' converges very

rapidly. It may also be seen that Lhe rate of growth of the

current depends upon the time constant — . Iherefore, it is

evident that vrith a given coil there must be allowed a certain

length of time for the current to build up to some value which

is sufficiently high to produce sparks across the plug when

the circuit is interrupted. Hence if this interruption comes

too soon, as in case of high engine speeds, the current in

the primary coil has had no time to attain the required value

to magnetize the core. The result is the production of a

much weaker spark, which may or may not be satisfactory as

an igniter.

Kovrever, if a ballast or external rheostat be pro-

vided so that the total primary resistance is increased, the

time necessary to build up the primary current to any pre-

assigned value may be varied within a reasonable range. Such

a device is found in the Westinghouse vertical ignition unit.

Table I gives the calculated and observed values of





Table I

Growth of the primary current

Splitdorf - Battery circuit

E = 6.2 volts

R = 1.48 Ohms
L = .0099 hairy

calculated observed

t e *•
i -e^ i, i, Diff

1

.001 .861

.002 .74

.003 .638

.004 .549

.005 .472

.006 .407
,007 . 35
.008 .301
.009 * iw o

Q

.010 .223

.011 .192

.012 .165

.013 .142

.014 .122

.015 .105

.016 .091

.017 .078

.018 .067

.019 .058

.02 .05

.023 .032

.025 .024

.03 .011

.044 0.

.139 .581

.26 1.09

.362 1.52

.451 1.89
• o *33 S • ?^ L

.593 2.48

.65 2.72

.699 2.92

.741 3.1

.777 3.25

.808 3.38

.835 3.5

.858 3.59

.878 3.68

.895 3.75

.909 3.82

.922 3.86

.933 3.9

.942 3.94

.95 3.97

.968 4.05

.976 4.08

.989 4.14
1. 4.18

.523 -.058
1.024 -.066
1.5 -.02
1.8 -.09
2.2 -.01
2.605 .125
2.75 .03
2.99 .07
3.24 .14
3.37 .12
3.52 .14
3.64 .14
3.735 .145
3.81 .13
3.87
3.92 .1

3.97 .09
4.02 .12
4.06 .12
4.08 .11
4.1 .05
4.125 .045
4.18 .04
4.18 0.
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growing current of a Splitdorf low-tension magneto when used

on battery circuit and these two curves are shown in Graph I.

Jig. 12 is an oscillograph from which the observe^

value of growing current was obtained.

The decaying process of the primary current and the

current (spark) in the secondary circuit shall 13 follow either

of two sets of the equations,

and

si — El L% I „ > A-( %M*+K%£ A r~ s ~d *c 14- r- —a*t

or

(*./)

and

The first set being an oscillatory and the second a logarith-

mic form the Fig. 12 - Splitdorf - shows the former while the

rig. 13 - G-.E. - indicates the latter case.

It should be noted in these two oscillograms that the

during away of the secondary spark current is very sharp. It

is entirely due to the variation of spark gap resistance. For

if the resistance of secondary circuit is constant the decay-

ing of secondary current follows exactly as equations (23)

or (2?). Fig. 14 shows the shape of induced current in sec-

ondary circuit with constant resistance of 7500 ohms across

the gap - Splitdorf.

Thus the apparent resistance of the spark gap is a

function of the current density. We have the relation be-





Pi'<J 1-4-
Firs/; Secondary Cvrt-<2ni~.
$e<zond

i C on ci<zr7 S <Z >-

y

tween the e.m.f . e across the plug points and spark current

i, which may he expressed in an equation:

e
° * yrzk

----- w
where e is voltage drop across the gap independent of the

strength of current flowing through the medium (gaseous mixt-

ure in our case) K being a function of the spark gap length

and is constant for any set of plugs which have definite

shape and length of the gap.

The approximate values of eo and X. for a few known

substances may give more definite explanation of the equation

(A):

eQ = 13 volts for mercury vapor

= 16 volts for zinc and cadium arc

= 30 volts for magnetite arc
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e - 36 volts for carbon arc, etc.

K s 48.5 (t .125) for magnetite arc

- 51 it - *Q) for carbon arc, etc.

the complete equation of the magnetite and carbon arcs there-

fore, a 7 r

and e = 3b + SI. ^f=^

similar constants exist for the spark plug points as the

terminals of arc and gas as medium.

The apparent resistance of the spark gap may also be

expressed in a function of l z , I'rom the equation (A), the re-

sistance across the plug points is

rs = ( e. + jfej (8)

Graph 2 shows the roughly approximated values of e and >5 for

various values of the current in which eo is taken as 500

volts and K equal to 11.25. The gap length being 1 mm.

Prom graph 2 and the oscillograph it is evident that

the increase of apparent spark gap resistance is so great, the

flow of secondary current ceases abruptly. And this sudden

change of the spark current induces in the primary coil a

further disturbance producing an oscillatory current which is

damped out very quickly. The magnified view of this damped

oscillation is clearly seen in the condenser current. Pigs.

12 and 13.

Pigs. 15, 16, and 17 are the oscillograms of similar

transient currents of Splitdorf low-tension unit operating at

the speeds of 800, 1400, and 2000 R.P.M. respectively. Higher

the speed the spark current becomes less uniform which is due

to the early interruption of the growing current.
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Chapter IV

Open and short circuit characteristics

of the Ijlagneto Generator

The characteristics of a magneto generator may be

divided into open circuit characteristic, short circuit char-

acteristic, and the combination of above two constitutes op-

erating or performance characteristic.

The open circuit characteristic of any magneto 1 in-

cludes flux distribution in the air gap and the e.m.f . gener-

ated. The flux distribution wave of the machine of this type

is naturally a flat top consequently the e.m.f. wave is high-

ly peaked form. Fig. 20, 21, and 22 are oscillograms of open

circuit e.m.f. waves of Splitdorf low-tension, Dixie high-

tension, and Bosch high-tension respectively. Analysis of

Splitdorf low-tension e.m.f. wave is given in the tables 2-a

to 2-d which shows e.m.f. wave contains appreciable harmonics

as high as 11th. The subsequent analyses show that 33rd

harmonic has the maximum value of nearly .03 volts that is

somewhere near one-third percent of the fundamental wave.

The graph 3 shows approximate wave forms of e.m.f.

and flux distribution at no load with the proper phase angle

displaced. The flux distribution wave is obtained from the

f ollowing

;

we have e = - Ua S**& =» - Z tc -f/o'
8

or /0 * r
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Table 2 - a

Wave Analysis of the Open circuit Voltage

Splitdorf Low Tension Magneto

^Sin$ eSin3e esinse esin^ e 3 in. 90 eSin//o

5 .158 .014 .0409 .0669 .0906 .1115 .1294
10 .317 .055 .1585 .2425 .2977 .317 .298
15 .475 .123 .3359 .459 .459 .336 .123
20 .633 .216 .548 .623 .407 -.407
25 .792 .335 .765 .6475 .0688 -.56 -.788
30 .95 .475 .95 .475 -.475 -.95 -.475
35 1.109 . 636 1.07 .0965 -1.003 -.783 .469
40 1.267 .816 1.097 -.434 -1.247 1.247
45 1.505 1.063 1.063 -1.063 -1.063 1.064 1.063
50 1.742 1.335 .871 -1.635 -.303 1.742 -.303
55 1.93 1.62 .513 -1.971 .838 1.4 -1.79
60 2.376 2.05 -2.058 +2.058 -2.055
65 3.168 2.87 -.627 -1.82 +3.06 -2.238 -.256
70 5.069 4.76 -2.0345 -0.882 +3.88 -5.069 3.88
75 6.336 6.12 -4.325 +1 . 64 + 1.64 -4.475 6.12
80 10.692 10.52 -9.27 +6.87 -3.65 3.542
85 20.59 £0.5 -19.9 18.62 -16.82 14.53 -11.81
90 25.74 25.74 -25.74 +25.74 -25.74 25.74 -25.74

+79.248 -54.4842 +45.6174 -37.6019 +31.1685 -26.7526





Table 2 - h

6° e esine <?Sin 3e eSinse <?3in7# fSinfa

95 32.472 32.38 -31.4 29.4 -26 • 6 23 .

9

-18.62
100 17.424 17.15 -15.08 11.2 -5.96 5.96
11UO 11 . Uco in •?1U • f — i . OO P. A— 1 . o*± iU. <

110 8.158 7.66 -3.83 -1.418 6.25 -8.158 6.25
115 ill*6.41o 0. oi -1 • 66 -3. ud o.38 -4. 53 -.558
120 4.91 4.25 -4.25 4.25 -4.25
125 3.96 3.24 1.025 -3.94 1.675 2.795 -3.59
150 3.247 2.485 1 . 6235 -3.03 -.565 3.24? -.565
135 2.772 1.955 1.955 -1.956 -1.956 1.957 1.96
140 1.98 1.372 1.713 -.677 -1.95 1.95
145 1.663 .955 1.607 .145 -1.51 -1.175 .704
150 1.426 .713 1.426 .713 -.713 -1.426 -.713
155 1.104 .47 1.07 .907 .0965 -.784 -1.1
160 .871 .282 .754 .848 .56 -.56
165 .713 .184 .504 .688 .688 .504 .1845
170 .473 .0825 .2365 • 363 .445 .473 .444
175 .238 .0207 .0617 .100? .1365 .168 .195
130

£ 89.6092 -47.8233 28 . 233? -15.903 9.131 -1.6035

}rand total 168.8572 -102.3075 73.9011 -53.505 40.2965 -28.3611

Divided 9.381 -5.684 4.100 -2.972 2.233 -1.575
by 18
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Table 2 - c

0° ecose eaoas& eoos ua 6COS 136

5 .158 .1575 .1524 .143 .1294 .1115 .090? .062
10 .317 .312 .2741 .204 .1336 -.1085 -.2038?
15 .475 .469 .335 .123 -.123 - . 336 -.459 -.458
80 .633 .595 .3165 -•11 -.485 -.633 -.485 -.11
25 .792 .722 .205 -.454 -.789 -.56 -f .0638 .648
30 .95 lOuu -.822 -.822 .823 .823
35 1.109 .908 -.287 -1.104 -.47 .783 1.005 -.0965
40 1.267 .972 -.486 -1.19 .2203 1 . 267 .2205 -1.19
45 1.505 1.151 -1.062 -1.064 1.064 1.064 -1.064 -1.063
50 1.742 1.12 -1.507 -.596 1.715 -1.715 .59?
55 1.98 1.135 -1.91 .1599 1.795 -1.4 -.83? 1.97
60 2.376 1.187 -2.376 1.188 1.183 -2.376 1.188 1.188 :

65 3.168 1.341 -3.06 2.59 -.255 —2 . 233 3.16 -1.82
70 5.069 1.73 -4.382 4.99 -3.26 3.26 -4.99
75 6.336 1.64 -4.47 6.12 -G.12 4.475 -1.643 -1.64
80 10.692 1.86 -5.346 8.19 -10.05 10.692 -10.02 8.2
85 20.59 1.78 — 5 . 32 o 8.72 -11.8 14.53 -16.83 18.62
90 85.74

£ 17.8015 -28.923 27.0879 -27.9582 25.2375 -23.3455 20.5367
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Table S - d

6»COS0 SQ0S3S ecOBfj <?C0S7<? e00B93 eCOS//^ eCOE (36

95 32.472 -2.81 8.42 -13.75 18.6 -23.9 26.6 -29.4
100 17.424 -2.98 8.712 -13. 36 16.39 --17.424 16.37 -13.35
L05 11.083 -2.77 7.84 -10.7 10.7 -7.84 2.87 2.87
L10 8.153 -2.62 7.06 -8.04 5.25 ~ 5 # 2 o 8.04
115 6.415 -2.46 6.2 -5. 25 .5? 4.53 -6.39 3.68
&.20 4.91 4.91 -2.455 -2.455 4.91 -2.455 -2.455
Q.25 3.96 -1.858 3,824 -.345 -3.59 2.795 1.675 -3.94
130 3.247 -1.595 2.81 1.11 -3.2 3.2 -1.11
135 2.772 -1.38 1.955 1.955 -1.955 -1.957 1.96 +1.955
140 1.98 -.975 .99 1.866 - . 3442 -1.93 -.245 1.86
145 1.663 -.782 .4315 1.655 .705 -1.175 -1.507 .1445
150 1.426 -.618 1.235 1.235 -1.234 -1.235
155 1.109 - . 426 -.287 .636 1.103 .784 -.0965 .908
160 .371 -.265 -.4355 .1515 .668 .871 .667 .1515
165 .713 -.1776 -.5035 -.1845 .1845 .504 .688 .688
170 .473 -.0812 -.4095 -.304 -.1995 0, .162 .304
175 .238 -.0206 -. 23 -.216 -.195 -.168 -.1365 -.1008
180

-23.7434 51.287 -46.002 43.4668 -40.05 34.6232 -32.8068

Grand
total -5.9419 22.359 -18.9141 15.5082 -14.8125 11.2777 -12.2701

Divided
by 18

-.33 1.242 -1.05 .862 -.822 .627 -.631









But e may be expressed by the series of the form

& =
{_£=*, s >" n& -+- £j co5 n &

J
hence ^

$° — — /Cy 51 £ B^sin nd + <:^5/7^J
^/<9

~ _ K
[ 51 [~ "J

8 6^5 /7* =*" ^3/#
#]J

-I" fC,

the integration constant X, must necessarily be zero since the

flux wave is symmetrical with respect to neutral line. The

flux wave takes the form,

where

^ — JEL I $ Cos nQ - <£>
' j/* n &~\

Tables 3 a - c show the calculation of the flux distribution

wave from the e.m.f.

The short circuit (permanent) characteristic of a

magneto generator is similarl to that of an ordinary alter-

nator^ Except a magneto is so designed that its full load

condition is short circuiting the armature terminals through

the interruptor ' s breaker points. The transient sudden short

circuit phenomena of a magneto, however,, are entirely different

from those observed in a power generating machine. In an al-

ternator, a sudden short circuit current often reaches as high

as fifty to seventy-five times the permanent short circuit

current, while in a magneto even under the worst condition,

the current does not exceed one hundred fifty percent of the

maximum value of the permanent short circuit current. This

is mainly due to the fact that in a magneto there exists no
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Table 3 - a

Calculations of Flux Distribution at No Load

from Open Circuit E.M.F, Wave

* 7800.

n
*i

1 9.381 9.381 9.96 -.33 -.33 -.351

3 -5.684 -1.89 -2.01 1.242 .415 .442

5 4.100 .32 .872 -1.05 -.21 -.223

? -2.972 -.425 .452 .862 .123 .131

9 2.233 .249 .264 -.322 -.091 -.097

11 -1.575 -.143 -.152 .627 .057 .06

13 -.681 -.052 -.055
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Table

e 30 60 90 120 150 180

cos ©

ft

77700
1.

77700

77700
.366

67200

77700
• 5

38850

77700 77700
-.5

-38850

77700
-.866
•67200

77700
-1.

-77700

&3
COS 3d

•16400
1.

15700

•16400 •16400
-1.

15700

•16400 -16400
1.

-15700

•16400 -16400
-1.

15700

ft-
COS SB

Ps

6800
1.

6800

6800
-.866
-5890

6800
.5
3400

6800 6800
-.5

-3400

6800
.306
5890

6800
-1.

-6800

COS 7B-

-3520
1.

-3520

•3520
-.866

-3520 -3520
.5

3050 -1760

-3520
-.5
1760

-3520
.866

-3050

-3520
-1.

+3520

*1
COS 90

2060
1.

2060

2060 2060
. 5

1030

2060 2060
1.
2060

2060
-.866
-1780

2060
-1.
2060

cos ne
<t>„

•1180
1.

•1180

-1180
.866
1020

-1180
.5
-590

•1180 -1180
-.5
590

-1180
-.866
.020

-1180
-1.
1180

66160 63340 56630 -53540 -65120 -66160
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Table 3 - c

e 30 60 90 120 150 180

sine
4>:

-2740 •2740
. 5

1370

•2740
.866

•2740
1.

•2740

•£?40
.866
2380

-2740
.5

-1370

-2740

^3

4>:

3450 3450
1.

3450

3450 3450

-3450

3450 3450
1.

3450

3450

ainss
1740 •1740

.5
-870

•1740
-.866
1510

-1740
1*

#1740

1740
-.866
1510

-1740
.5

-370

-1740

sin 76

1020 1020
-•5
.510

1020
.856
885

1020
-1.

-1020

1020
.866
885

1020
-.5
-510

1020

sin f&

755 -755
-1.
755

-755 -755
1.

-755

-755 -755
-1.
755

-755

sin ue
470 470

-.5
•235

470
866
•407

470
-1.

-470

470
• • 866
-407

470
-.5

-235

470

sin 136

428 -428 -428 -428 -428 -428 -428
.5 .866 1. 866 .5

-214 -372 -428 -372 -214

1006 -764 -10603 -764 1006

4> 66160 62334 57394 10603 -52780 -66126 -66160
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appreciable transient flux "which is one of the most prominent

factors in case of an alternator under the similar conditions,

also partly due to comparatively high reactance of the armature.

The flux distribution and generating e.m.f . waves

under load are somewhat distorted from those taken under no

load. Unfortunately there is no known method to determine

these waves correctly so far as the author's knowledge goes,

since the wave form of flux distribution, therefore that of

e.m.f. is far from a sinusoidal.

In spite of this fact the relations,, exist among the

flux, e.m.f. and current may be expressed in an equation,

e = — /o' 9
aj

d^ IlMZE ^bJL£2

where 0.4 7cN4ui is opposing flux due to the current in the

armature. ¥e know the instantaneous value of <fc
and the con-

stant Na, but we do not know the value of u which is some

function of the armature current. So if it is assumed that

the value of magnetic permeability u is constant and the mag-

nitude of which is unity, then it is possible to calculate ap-

proximately the wave form of the e.m.f. under short circuit

conditions from the following equation, provided the instant-

aneous values of the load current are known.

Substituting O for 2;z:ft and changing the differen-

tials d(<£+ 0.47rN/6i) and d# to increments ^ + 0.47cN^-i)

and A , we have

Taking the increment of the angle as 10° which is equal to
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Table 4

Calculations of the ITlux Distribution and

E.M.F. VJaves under Short Circuit Jondition

Splitdorf Low Tension Magneto

f = 15.0 120 K

e 4> + .4-71 /va l

-10 . -7.38 66160. -1115. 65045.
-6.87 66160. -1039. 65121.

10 -6,23 65679. -940. 64739.
20 -5.54 54990. -836. 64154.
30 -4.9 63554. -740. 62814.
40 -4.15 61634. -627. 61007.
50 -3.32 58994. -502. 58492.
60 -2.49 55495. -376

.

55119.
70 -1.13 47325. -171. 47654.
80 1.51 31375. 228. 31603.
90 5.14 -7606. 926. -6630.

100 7.55 -34000. 1158. -32342.
110 8.12 -46356. 1 2>^> 5

.

-45231.
120 8.25 -53776. 1245. -52531.
130 8.3 -58696. 1252. -57444.
140 8.23 -61696. 1242. -60454.
150 8.07 -63856. 1220, -62636.
160 7.79 -65271. 1175. -64096.
170 7.38 -66160. 1115. -65045.
180 6.87 -66160. 1039. -65121.
190 6.23 -65679 940 -64739

K = 0.00066

e

1-76. -.05
-382. + .25
-585. .386

-1340. .885
-1807. 1.23
"* id51 5 * 1 . 66
-3373. 2 • 22
-7465, 4.92

-16051. 10.6
-38283. 25.2
-26162. 17.2
-12389. 8.2
-7300. 4.32
-4913. 3.24
-3010. 1.98
-2182. 1.44
-1460. .965
-949. .625
-76. .05

+382. -.25
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0.175, then,

Fig, 23 is an oscillogram of the permanent short cir-

cuit current of Splitdorf low-tension magneto, from which the

instantaneous values of current were measured. The phase

angle of said current wave is found from the reference point

which was set at zero degree of the open circuit e.m.f. wave.

The wave form of e.m.f. under the similar condition

may also be approximated by still another method. We have a

relation between the induced e.m.f. and current as follows,

where XA is the ohmic reactance of the armature which is not

by any means a constant, but a careful measurement shows that

it is a function of the position of armature with reference

to the field magnets. Graph 5 shows the values of armature

reactance at various position of the armature.

deducing the last equation similarly as the first

method, we get,

the instantaneous values of e could easily be computed.

In both of these methods ihe smaller the increments

and^0 taken in the calculation the more accurate the

result

.

A Similar relation holds when the primary coil of the

transformer is in the armature circuit, also when there is
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a current flowing in the secondary of ".he same. In the first

case, secondary coil is open circuity, we have,

e — — 2 TV j /o 4

Q

In the second case
„ y -0 cI((}>t.4-rZfVcLM^')e^-27Z{N^<o -±—

.£7 o

For the primary circuit and

For the secondary circuit. rJhe solutions of these equations

are to be found in appendix A.

Fig. 26 is an oscillogram of the primary coil and con-

denser currents with the secondary- open. Fig. 27 shows the

effect of mutual inductance upon the. wave form of the primary

current when there is a current flowing in the secondary.
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It has already been mentioned in the previous pars-

graph that the transient (sudden short circuit current) in

a magneto is quite different from that of an alternator, and

this transient current follows approximately as in an equa-

tion,
_ *5 Q

A.
— /] (: -t ^c c { P&r nn a n <2K-t)

S.c. '

where A is constant and equal to the instantaneous value of

the permanent short circuit current when Q - e, at which

the switch is closed. The method of determining this con-

stant is found in appendix A.

Fig. 28 and 29 show the sudden short circuit currents

of the Splitdorf low-tension magneto with Q = o° and 90°

respectively.
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Table 5

Transient Sudden Short

Switch is closed

.5

Calculated-

1
A*,

-6.87 .86 .581
20 -5.54 .895 .558 .195
40 -4.15 .96 .521 .364
60 -2.49 1.065 .46 .483
80 -1.51 1.88 .266 .372

100 7.56 1.58 .316 .554
120 8.25 1.085 .46 .966
140 8.23 .96 .521 1.275
160 7.79 .895 .558 1.565
180 6.87 .86 .581 1.83
200 5.54 .895 .558 1.95
220 4.15 .96 .521 o

240 2.49 1.085 .46 1.93
260 -1.51 1.58 .316 1.44
280 -7.56 1.88 .266 1.30
300 -8.25 1.085 .46 2.41
320 -8 . 23 .96 .521 2.92
340 -7.79 .895 .558 3.32
360 -6.87 .86 .581 3.66

Circuit Current

at e = 0°

.
= 6.87

observed

/ft * i # i Diffx/x X X

6.87
5.65 ' .11 .18 -.07
4.77 .62 .42 .2
4.23 1.74 1.21 .53
4.74 3.23 3.49 -.26
3.94 10.5 10.15 .35
2.6 10.85 10.4 .81
1.91 10.14 10. .14
1.44 9.23 9.35 .12
1.1 7.97 8.2 . i-^o

.98 5.52 6.87 .35

.93 5.08 5.28 .2
1. 3.49 3.8 .31
1.68 0.17 0.7 .53
1.87 -5.71 -5.7 .01
.62 -7.63 -6.98 .65
.37 -7,86 -7.1 .76
.25 -7.54 -6.65 .89
.18 -6.69 -6.1 .68

# Sudden short circuit current - i

Permanent short circuit current ' i
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Graph 6 shows the transient currents calculated from

the equation, and from the oscillogram. The tabulation of

the calculated value of current is given in Table 5.

T=i 2 9 = 9o°







\
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Chapter V

Low and High-tension Llagneto Ignition Systems

Though there are many different makes and kinds of

magnetos on the market for the ignition purposes, we may, how-

ever, classify them into two general types, namely, low-ten-

sion and high-tension magneto* . Strictly speaking, there

exists no definite boundary line "between these two types, as

the power generated by any magneto must necessarily be low-

tension. The classification therefore is merely a convention-

al one. A low-tension magneto signifies a unit equipped with

a separate transformer, while in a high-tension magneto the

armature itself serves as the transformer, the primary of

which is the armature winding.

At the present time we have two types of armatures

which are used in all recent makes of ignition magnetos ,

namely, shuttle and inductor types. It is, however, hard to

determine which is the better type, as the advantages of one

are offset by those of the other and the working principles

of these two types are identical. The advantages and disad-

vantages are confined to the design and construction of the

machine.

The connections of ignition magneto© generally con-

sist of two different methods; closed circuit type and open

circuit type. Figs. 30 and 31.

Usually a low-tension magneto is connected by the





Ft 9- 30
C/oseol Cifouit Type..

first method, while a high-tension magneto is connected by

the latter method. A closed circuit type magneto requires

less abrupt interruption of the armature current, because the

armature has a very low impedance circuit whether the interrupt

er is open or closed hence the interrupter points do not need

constant care. But in the case of the open circuit type mag-

neto the abrupter the interruption the better the ignition,

hence the interrupter must be given close attention in order

to operate satisfactorily.

the author confined his studies to two t2rpic3l types of mag-

neto*, rather than to investigate loosely many varieties. The

chosen types were Splitdorf low-tension and Dixie high-tension

magnetos.. These two represent low and high-tension magnetoss,

which have shuttel and inductor types of armatures. They have

closed and open circuit type connections and therefore these

As to the performance characteristics of magnetos





Baffaty C/'r-GLsif Con n ecfia * the Switch

Shorf CJ faults contact points /— 7 and 3-4-.

Kot- Met a r?a.-f-o Circuit c a n n <z ct /'ovj swi'Tc/j

Shorf C/rCfO'S Contact- po/hts S~ & <* *-7 d 2.~ 3

A push bwt1~or7 S is prov!<Jadj w/iic^ what*)

pr<Z,SS<zd doiA/n
j

opczn S t~A a. primary c'rcv,t a *d
/s7S<Zi-j~s aux.j /Tat-y co^da.^s&h in S<2fl<ZS n-vW C

pr/i+lG*-y coil and batfairy
. TAus c?/-c7u;7l] # i^

decay o-f the pt/^a^y tvrr&ni' ,'s prod'uc&d*

Wd<z-y> <cn d <z. >7i~ly

.
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magnetos, represent the characteristics of all the different

makes and kinds in use at present time.

The actual interior coiling diagram of the Splitdorf

low-tension magneto is as shown in Fig. 32, in which the switch

is closed on the battery circuit, the current flow through

the primary coil of the transformers from the storage battery

if the interrupter is closed which in turn eetablishs a mag-

netic flux in the transformer core. Now if the armature shaft

is further rotated the cam opens the interrupter and the cur-

rent in the coil will decay through the condenser. This sudden

decay of the current and hence magnetic flux induces an e.m.f.

sufficiently high to cause a spark to jump across one of the

spark plug points. For the magneto circuit this unit is con-

nected as a closed circuit type, that is, when the interrupter

is closed the terminals of armature-dte short circuited through

the interrupter and a very feeble current is flowing through

the primar?/- coil. If the interrupter opens the breaker points

then there will be a sudden rise of the current in the primary

coil which produces a similar transient voltage in the second-

ary as in case of the battery circuit.

For convenience, let us call the period during which

the interrupter is closed "the first transient", and the per-

iod beginning from the instant the interrupter opens "the

second transient",

Figs. 33, 34, and 35 are the oscillograms of the

transient current in the various parts of the circuits, the





Top curve J
tfrrrra+ure. Cut-rent.

Bottom »
,
Spark c urrenf.

Top curve. Prim & ry Co 17 Curre.nf

Mi'<J<4L<z ••

}

Cortd(Zr7S<2.r- current
Battom •< j F?efarxr.r>Ca Bf

= O





/op Cur\r<2,
^

In-f-errupt&r turnout-

Bettor •• F?<zfares? ce 6,-0°
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explanation of which is given under each picture. As to the

mathematical expressions for these transient currents see

appendix A under low tension magneto.

The high-tension magnetos, are the most recent de-

velopment in magneto design, and they are in general connected

as^fopen circuit^ type, binding the secondary coil on the mag-

neto armature is an improvement over the low-tension magneto

in several ways, - first, it eliminates the primary winding

and core, therefore eliminating the losses in these parts;

second, the generation of energy in the secondary winding it-

self by cutting the lines of force in the magnetic field add

to the efficiency; and third, a high-tension magneto includes

all the equipment necessary for ignition purposes and re-

quires much smaller space for installation, etc.

The high-tension magneto armatures like those of low-

tension magneto^, may be either a shuttW- type or an inductor

alternator type. Figs. 36 and 57 show these two types of

armatures, the former being shuttle type high-tension magneto

armature (Bosch), and the latter inductor type (Dixie). Note

the slip rings on the Bosch which serve as the distributor.

The useful magnetic flux through the core upon which

the armature is wound - Dixie - at the various positions of

the armature are shown in photographic plates by means of the

fine iron filing. The poles shown may be regarded as two

terminals of the armature core. The deflection of the flux

in all pictures is due to the leakage in the magnetic field of
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the magnets, the north and south poles of which are located

above and "below the pictures.

The wiring diagram of the Dixie high-tension is as

shown in Fig. 46,

T t r

PolSCL+lrjo

{/ux.

Cond<viS&r-

The operation of this unit is as follows: Beginning

from the first transient a short circuit current is established

in the armature or primary coil which is suddenly interrupted

at the instant the interrupter opens, this abrupt change of

the current in the primary induces a transient voltage in

secondary which^it* self generating an e.m.f , induced in it

by the alternating flux. The sum of these two e.m.fs causes

the spark to jump across the gap. Fig . 47 is the oscillo-

gram taken for the primary coil current, and secondary spark

current with reference point \>j the contact maker device.





7
, m f

/Irmatire. current.
Spark: current.





appendix, a
The. Mathematical E-auations of Transient Current's.

Preliminary Note.

In den

v

'<in a the mathemat\ica / equations
Of VGriOUS transients-)^ fo lloi^in^ Conventions are Used

a The Sfa rtina momenf of all "transients is

Chosen as -rhe zero -time

b ff/l auanfiiies of ihe secondary circuit are
Gxpresse d in The &a u i va / <z nf terms of
the pmm a ry circuit

Purther assume d that the magnetic per-
meability of ~fransforme r core is cons-f&n~t. fflso

there exists rto Leakage, f/ux. These lead
1

"fofyt

fo/iowino assumption s :

a The numerical va/ues of /ndvctanc&s ^~th<zrc-

for- reactances of the Tran sformer Coi/s are constant,

b Hnergy loss due fa hysf<zres/s /'s fir/'/f

C Mutual induc-fance of ~fwo coi/s IS per/ecr.

Oh M = t-z. and X^=V\ X^

I Storage Battery system.

7^or- the -first -transient
;
the e.m.fi eoctet/on

of Such circuit may be Written by &f>piy/nj Kirchhoffs

l~aw
y

E = sts, R, -f L, 4&

r?e &rran<ymc? the -terms

die + a., - 77
So /is /ho for sO

(
hy inf<z.<yj-at/or7

>





—

Where K is const-ant of inte cyratian and can be.

determined -from initial condition j £ = & whe.n st = Oj

or O — -j=r K whizh gives

Su bst i'tut7 ny ahoi/Q. -fan AT in CZJ^ we have

r -
R/

Thus the p rimary C U rrent grews -from Zero to

insfant y aJ,. 6 7^ Seconds Offfer ft Started)

-the i nterrup1<zr breaks the circuft and -the decay
or ^ ©A- second -TransienT period begins.

It 'S evident -that -the second -transi <znt

involves fwo circuit s }
pri nnary ai nd Secondary ot

the transformer^ Since -the decoy o-f As
t

induces
on e,rrj.-f. Sufficiently hiah enough -to produce
& Sp&rls Current ^ /K* the S econdary circuit.

The e.nn.f. equations of -the second Transient- re
}

A R
. + <-,# + m 4& + irfA dt - s (4)

*z**+*±'tit+"'ffc = ° W
Hi-f-ferenti afina (<4- ) and L$ )

^

~dT^ +^ -Jti + T^t = ° ( 1

s ~dt ^~ *-^ M
art*- ~ C7)

cl*U.x. — J_ J _P± d<fi L. t d%
dt * mc ' M ~3~t M dt * ' LO

}

Uifferen -fia~t/nc? a <j a/n

j

^Vz, L dfi, _ /?/ _ /w d3
^,

d-i* MC cit alt* W alt 3





- 3 -

Be-f-ferentiafina Cn) )

o -

S u b s+i+ui (0) and (gj in -the equation (/oj

CA/ ' M tit 2* ' A7 <s^3 _
I
^

Rs
CM 1 M d± 1 A7 dt* J

w/iicU j n vo es On/y 4
t
an<d f as va r/arhie

S

} rearranj/ncj

the -farms
,

i
d >L, j_ • __ ^

£>£/•/• ~the co effic ie rrf of ~th<s -first ferm is zero
according to i"h€ assumption . The Las-f &aua-f''<-

becomes

aft * 4- * d<*"
d-t

-\ & A.^ = O (//)

8 —

The ge.r?<2.ra/ so/u-t/on o-f The ce& o>& f/o /-y (y/j is

z + r7z 6 ~ - uz)

From which we may *>ay~rhat 0*>) represents ol

aeneral eava-fion for -Three a/ifferenf So/uf/onS
,

name/y :

case jl ( r?,Rs e 4a.,c#s
z > o

Case Z
Case 3

/Jc^ain from a r; <d (S) . we ye/





- # -

Eliminating ~~ ~from these two and so/vhi q -/or >c z

We. have
; _ ±<±±z** *Uj . &,lz . . u z f • _

The -f/tsf "term on The right Side a^ain i/a n/shess^ or

,

- A + ft,** - < /3
)

The eacaHon (/3) like ('ZJ
y
represent a <j&ner&/

So/f/ "tiOn -tor -the. S e Con & r-y c Ut r <2. n hans<z. v<zr j if*

depend upon -the part"/ ccy /ar So /ut/ on a-f the. pr/mary

Current-. Xf is j hroH/e>v<z r
}
necessary -fa reduce

in-ra.gra/ "T€.rrri into an ord'/'nary atg<z,hrc*ic <zx.pm .

Xnte.g ra-t/n a (/%)}

('*>)

where. r7 + )//?*— *b . fl—\l/?*—48
a = z ""^ P= %

& d Kj is a can s-tanf of irrtz. gt-af/i? n wh/ch mvs +

6 a, dat-arnnm <zd be/dr<z p ra ce e<din<y
-furth <zr. The

Condition 0-f the circuit is SL/ch tnat'

fx, dt = o when ~L — o

fhafis
}
~the. guarrt/t-y o~f et(Z.dri c i+y Scored in -the.

cond e ns<z.r durin a -the -r'/rst -hran&ent is n/// S/nce

~fhe t/rr/na/s Q-f conde.nse.i- was short c/rcu/t"e.d
J the

eoua-fion (/4-J ~tdJces the -form -for t=

••• # [/ - + fl>-
€""*] <*i

Puttivy (iZ) and Q5) in 03)
}

+ er**) + &c, m





- s

The constants A", & n<d can &e defernt }neJ -from

two aauc/fions OX) and O6 ) . The 1m'-f/a/ cortcJ/f/'a^s

of the circuits are as -fo//ow-

To i- t — o

and f = oo

A = I-

U2) a n d (ib) -fa r ~t = o Seco m<z

^'
t=a = kz •

<t=o= 7&[^ K
'+K^- £ )

&rj_ct -from -the. se cor/d COndi -rfo n.

(,<7)

00)

C9)

^ T - __ fro)

Solving S i ntf /-fi ne ovs/y (iq) and (2.0 J for K, and A-

^

fr ft RsM r ±±s_£ _|_ °< @ r c

0—/3

d—(3

Su bs+i+vflrtf -these in U2.) ^/r,:/

7^5 A7 X ^ L*B . -cat

C- Cz/;

(22)

T/^^ e**p t~e.SS for? "thus -found -for X-^ /$ <^<t & <pu/ira>/e/v\f

~t<z.hm o-f the ph /'tnar y d rcuiT -fhe acfua/ Vc/Jue. of2

Which may be of>-ta!ted by mv/+/p /y<nj C2.Z) W/ffr

fhe raf/'o of -tr<?ns form a-fi o n O r

flefvaf secondary currc/tf ^x — ^£ <^z (.2-3)
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Cominj back to co ns/de. h ~thtee Cases o-f the

part/cu/ar So/ufion of T^e eiac/ation (2/) -fb h the fcshfozh

oi<L v<l lopemant

.

It 15 .vidanf ftrom the /n a aua <ZS

that the deponents o{ and j3 are. racr/ for the case C/j

h/hi/<£ those in Case (3) are comp /ex number^. If

the -first CaSd the <zqu afions of the Cc^rrents ^,

and 4»^ Oato be used *** their present form. Since

the -functions- & re foqarfthmfc
/

this '3 Ca/ied The

/o<ya r/th rr> ic form. %n The third Cafe tri^onomet ric

functions appear , Therefore th/'s 'S Ca/leot the fn-

gon o m ai~n'c or o 5c ' //ato ry form The second

Case however 6a Sony t na'Thar form marking
The "transition txz t *v<z <z r> The cose c/ j a n^ C3J and
C& //ad tha crftfcaf case . furtha rwo re /or -the

Case (Z) ~/he <Lqu at i'o n§ (Z/) and (Z3.) fa/f, and a

nn ocf/'fi ca~// or> of these. equations '5 necessary, Th/'s

infill he om it+ed
}
for th*s ca)5€ *S an ext'em/y rare

/n the prcrcfi ccr/ circuits. The r<z do/ ct ton of

rhe equation 5 (Z/J and (7.7.) uv i // he mo<de for the

o3c///otory case.
LGt

\s/here

then {2i)

an d
f3 — Ct —jb

and b= f3 —
assumes the form

4-

RsMT+l s E f a +jb ~(a+jb)t a -Jb 6
-(a-H>)t

'

RsM+L^R,
-at

e,j6r_ e -J6t

-t (*%h*)C£

2
Jbt

jit . JU n

lef

: —Otr-
1 b Co 5 L~t — CL S/nb-t

J

6
- h±Sinb

cos & - an d Sin 6 —
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Putf-jnj ihese in (24)

i, —

-at

RsM +^R, C '

-at
Si^n b-t - (2S)

5 /rrji/ar ly

_ Lz
RSM

- B

\ & i _ p +. *sMZ ±UB
2 j

RsMT. +k*t=-

*0

£ —at

— £ fane C-"
at

Jbi -f- E ( / - C- '^COS h t\(**>)

flaain -the. -true sa/ue ef ibe s<zca/7a/#ry cvrr<zrrf is

(*7j
Hi J
*2 Z.

It has already b<ze,n discuss a. c/ -ftta prew'&tts

c/tapt&r -that the s/^ar/c resisfa wee. r~s « -fonc-r/orr

of t^z d <z.n si-ty o-ftAe S/^ar/r currant -rAaf ji""f across

-the j?/u j pa jits j art*/ less ~than & c<zr-t&<^ Va/ts<z. o-f

7>4/V cvrr<z./?-t dens~/i~y ?h<z /'/? drease <?f resis+ancc is Sa

areat i/iat ~fh<L f>erSS<7f<L of any Cfrr<zs7~t b<£Ca/+?<z

proh'&'t'fi'Ye-) its -f/oW wMl cease abruptly. TA/s S»4d&r

c/ja^aa. o-/ The, Secondary ctsrr<z*i' //? dc/ce ?
Yar rrtorrte^f^f/j

&*? e.m.-f. Qri -the primary ca /1 . Th <z e. 7^ -Hr^S
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Causes another cJis+urbunee in -the primary circuit".

This last transient ^n{/oJves primary circuit" oniyjarjj

its &m.t. &aua -fion can he. i>v ritt<z.*i as -fo/low :

t*t ^jj -f- &/4 •+ -kfcd-t = + e

Where e — L^^ftr . Since this has no -into re-ft'cal

va/ue whafeverj its value must be. da-term/nad -£j~ot<n

-the experiment^/ data. Hi-fferentiaf/n ^

J d£t _l J? 4jCL . _L / _ d. e - __ - (20)

7~he Solution 0-f (2<?) is

+ + )
----<«

5>nca -the Value, of C is an ota/ar o-f ZO~* "the -retms

H/ith/'n 7^<£ bractatj which COnvaraa. w't/j th& po H/er o-f-

C j Co"u/cJ b<L nea/ecf<2dj or

^ -/r/r w+̂ +/rJ*-°'^
where °< = 5^ ^>7^ /? = - ^
Ky a *i of K% Ofr<Z cons fan ts o -f tv<7<2 in t<z. <? r-a t / 1 Whic -4 Can

be £va Iu a t e<z/ -troniThe -fo/Zou/ina co na'/ti'on

s

4,, = O wben ~£ — &

and -ffi/ a*t = B " -t = o

T"h<zoret/ca//y 4*, js nat" zero when £ z e r f>of its

m c?j /7 itu

d

<l IS SC Sma// that may be n <2& /<z.cfe.*/.

J3 et--fe.r<2nfiati'nj [J /) a^d rr?u It 1p Ji<zd by >C
y

- c«+/3)K, e~ '"W* -o< -m K^e~ "-ft*

But- -from U8)

Bauapfina the riant nn em hars of ar6(?\/<z ~fu/o eat/of/dti

a/rtl GppJyinj t~h<i Cana/it'ion a-/- C/rcwit -for t —O
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-e =zL, \\ot +pj Kt
-h C»i -/3) kz ~\ (S3)

Also fhom (.31)

K, + Kz = o i34)

Solving -foh K, and tx^ -from (33) and (34-) , we <?&f

~-fr, ---- <»)

/Jga/'rr ~th <z e^fCJa fi on (35) JLeads fo ?Aree <d,s -fincf so/ufians

£JC cordinj ~fo The VaJt/es o-f Ca nsfants
y ^ / an-d C , It

is how<z.y<z. r j fh <z. ch ara cfa.ris tics of ihis ejuafi'on is

The Same, as fhc/t of The <zavaf/'on ('2)j and (3 6j is one. a-f

"This f?arf/'cular S o /ofions -o.e. tojar/fhmfc case. &xpr<zss<zd

ir? & hyf>a.r-f> o //'c -form. fo h -The, osc '/ //afo hy case,

1ST
ft
= Jjb OF 6 = \l 7Jc ~

j fhen (.35") becomes

- — e [
J

(*v

€ S;n b± (S3)

Jhe Co nd <znser is chata e d wifh TAe. auanf'Ty

Q Q.&ua / foCB \A/h<zn T/?e pr-imahy^ Cc/fre.nf\ds

& 1'r<z./y df e c/ or way and S-foree/
^
/A' Tn<Z p/crf<zs

of C ond <z,r? s<z y in fh<z -fohtn of an e/ecf*-t'c char<?<Z,

Th<z ef7<£*~<yy -fhos Sfot~&d i/vi/J ne c/i S charge d
-fhrough -the. b r<z 4K<Z h's poinfs t'n The -form of" curnznf-

When The in-T4.hhupTe.t- c/oS4.d fhe. primary c/rev if.

Thah<z-fare The e..m.-h. e.qtsa-fion 9-f* This -rr-a/rsieni- wi// hts.

Q
-*-c St c -h = O (39)

But aIc
— Co <z,r7S<z*r's dis chOho/hj Cvhrczi ~f~ —

f = H e~^c *
U/)
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S/rrce 9 = (? = c£ when t = o j K — c £

and ^ = £ «*)

The -trans i&nt ch&r^s +tj current o-f -r/?e. co <ens<z/-

durina -fS?<2. a/ecay ot primary Corr<znt is ^ of eaurse
J

exactiy the S&*r?e dfS the primary co // current wh'^*7

JL 7~/7e <T<Zr7<zr~(2/ JE u& fian of Tn <z

Tra r) S/e hf C v rr<zn-h in an /J / tzrnat/n <j Current circuit

w'itj a CvrnpJ&x, E.M.P. Wai/<z.

/tn a it<zr natirra currant or electromotive, -force

/s rare// an exact sine wave
}

neverthc less it /s

<2/way5 C7 p&r/o aff'c -func-tion o~f the t/m<z.
,

Tn '\s

f's especiarliy -tru e in ~th<z. rtiaaneto a&rrerafors

a'esctz'p-iions . ~Th <z jcrterafiij c.m.f. wa> [/e, of-

'this f>arfic via r $ehera tar is -/or -from tve S/nusoi^a/^

but is h/yh/y peak~£.4 waise.. 7~he mar/re/nat/'na/

-fheafrr7<Lnt of sueA a//sf0r-t<za
/ wave, cc/n 6est 6e.

COffteJ by <Zxpr<ZSS/'ij if &*1 /nt/nite triyo/rornefr/c

Series or Four/ers' Series.

Siice an <z,nn,f-
t <ye, rate a* by &ny & iterhatot-

faas ho Constant -f-erht nor coifa/vs even hahtffOfics

-ftie exphassiof o-f <7*r cor*ipf<zx c.m.-f
t wave /s T^e

-form

e = S/'n e t £3 Sj 'n 3& + £s s'* 4-

-h^^j S/'* rnB

H- Cos & +- COS3 e-tzj- cosSQ -f-

t

-H Cos rn O 4-

or n -oo /j=ots

= 21 t: siryria 4" X si Cos rj a -
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Suppose we impress an c.m.-f. <Lxp r<zss<zd

hy the <z.aua-h/on (-43) upan -fha- circuit o-f any rratur <z.§j

Such as one. contains resistance j inductiv <z reactance.,

and cond OlSi've. r<za ctan cej the. currant that -//ovtfs i*

rh<L circuit cou/ct b<c gxpress&d in -tarms ot <2.m.-f-.

and constants of the circuit. the a<zn<z.rat

ga uc/ti n o~f Currant may be d<z,riv<zd -frvm Th<z, <Z.m.-f.

aa (station o¥ St/c/r circuity

Xcfx^t-Z E„s/n no E^Cosne&s)

J)iff<zrenfi€i~ffrrj and dividina a// terms oi X

The Solufion of (4-6) compos ea* of two -t&rnns^ ^.-2.

The comp J imental S O lut/on Or ~tra } <znf f<zhmj

and fh<z p articu ta r So lution or pdrmangnt Td.rm.

77? <Z p<trm a n<znt tarmi can' a<z abfa/r?<zd oy usjnj

-fha Symbolic o peratoy- £ wh/ch is eaua/ to
jjg

x cos n e — 2- —y- ojn n d &7)

cos ne c*#)

— >2- -,2
.

, z
—

7, Sin nd

—^ T„ s/r, ns Cosn (.+9J

TAc transient t&r*n o-f- The aauat/hn (46) is

where and B are Constants and to £><z determined

-from rha. ini-hia! Conaition

.

The total Current then The sum ofpermanant-

and -rran $/'<z,nt f<z.hm 5

4 = -f- 4,t (f/J

The &auat/a^(SO can be app/iizd "fa a~ c/rcu/t





- /z -

Contextn$ r<ss is +a rr <_ e a*icJ / ndu ct > y<Z r<z&ct&nc<Z. but

no capac/ty j o h with a. cirevtt thai has rczsj'st&nc e

only. For rh<z -first cas* UO r&Jfced ta

tZ R Eh — nx E,

Sin n0

C OS n

For the Seconal cas^

<r B= 2l . sinnd -f- £ — COS n

(SZ)

(S3)

E L O W-7~&r7S/On M&cyyj&to <Syst<2.rr7.

The S horl1
CJ>-Cts/~f~ arrrratu r e. Current- to h

the -first -trans ie.n t " /
's 4 pp rax./ma t<z /y -from rh <z. equa f/o*

— — A
$ S7

cos no

The \/<z{(se, of fl m&y h<z. or<£rf<£.hm/n<ed t^om the

Co n ai if/on

A*
t
— T Sa rrt <l pre. d a.hz.rrn*n <z<J V# /u <z.^

& = &, , or (£~4~) becomesWhan

I Rci EH rr X^, H
-S/rr n &,

Rcl. Ej— n BH cos n3

,

4- A,

4 = e

P 6 =0,
iff)

Tjhus The armtf'to're /s Short C/rC(//t<tc/ rArour4

th<z j'n+a.rr>(/pt<ir ^ut^<y th<z p<zr/oc/ 0/ t4& F/rst -trans/"nrf-

/n whtcA ~rfre. positron of arrktafc//-<z.
J
respect to th«T <>/•

Tha. ^/aJcJ po/as^ rrio S from &, 'to some other phase. a*r?te





-J3 -

Say Bz when -the second -frans ie.nr bej/is . Th&

e.m.-f. e<?<s iott of ~this -tfans/ <z.mJ- mvo/r<z>s primary

and secondary citcuii's int<£rj /'* fr<zd v/v iTh «. m<z<?n<z f/'c

(S7)= e

d <o,
CSS)

Solv/n-n Th<&S<£ fwo Off/an s S /sn u/fart <& os/y -foh

0/7*/ ifi manna.*- <z.Kacf-Jy ~t/?<z $<?sr?<z as
of -fih<Z equations L4-) and tS) j W <Z <?<zf

w e Xp 1" d& w d lee xP I" d<i

-C-/J Km) -j

. w 1
- dj£

d&"i •]•

W/t<zn<2. Y — RP KS an<j W =Rp Xs H- Rs XP

- 1 rrr r , 1 n,
i_ ,rs r

- . tea;

"7^e consf^wf
7?7<z- con d/f~jo*7

*
f
= X — m%

#r?d has rtia, v^/fa.

/J-j, Ca/7 6<z d<z>~f<zr/?j/'n<z:J /rv*t

w/r<Ln

Xs

Xp
f de w <j

le
Rp

x \<te X <*0 x
~r

m/xf d"e
"("0

\&J
(fit)

Sv£sft'J-vf/n<? -t/i/s /^/W m L59) foh- flz t4<z c ost?p J<z.i~<Z

ZZ" /-//
/

,4-J7&/7&fa *? M<7fn<z/o System.

~7~/7<l ~£/>~st ~Tra/7si<z.nt of 4- /r/'y/j-J'e.ns /o n nn<?&n<zTo

/s tAo. same, as -/-J7 t?t~ o-f a* 4o W -T<z.n s~/o*7 m& f>n£ fd exce./?/*





of the -/ac-t- thai' <z 1~<zhsian jv7K7s7<z1~g /'s eorwacfed

s'*<7 c/ *>i o f?<zn c/rcv/f -f~yf?<z. H-<z>r7£-(Z -the. j*ri-ft'a/ ccss-raii

f

CO hdi-/-/'otn /'s ±<zro jnsj-<za4 <?/ -Z" -fa j- 2 <s r o

C63)

6 ' ' *P = 6, <**i

l t

2
.
Xp+x, If + Xm # +AfcA>* - e -

(fif)

•*r*s+*3# + x„|£ = e cttJ

, *s.-x»r *s Ojs^± KP *s dje dze

+

Ca/i $ Xc or ,Ys b/j/?<zr /vjw&r of <z r7a m/*7a
-t&a, si vrrj <2>h

/

lca / Va/u<z. of- wfu^A /s at-a/a-r

/o'7^ ~7~A (Lfa. -/ara. T/?<£se inarms Cc?* 6<z /7<zfr/<zcf'<z4f

... Kf f-f+j^-A* C6V

^^=^6'**°+ K**'** m
W/l<z.f~<z oi

J )0iz } pt j {32 K
f J

4re Yorrc/j'o^s

reyxs-G-f /Ae process t/jar ra&dy d<z<z* carrl&J out





Appendix B

The Definite Wave - Point Relay Switch

In all forms of the electrical transient phrnomena

in an alternating current circuit, the magnitude of the tran-

sient always depends upon the phase angle at which the circuit

is closed or opened. By closing or opening such circuit with

an ordinary switch at random gives results which are^little

or no use for an analytical purpose.

The function of the definite wave-point relay switch

is to close or open an alternating current circuit at any

predetermined instant, i.e., at any phase angle from the

neutral point of the electro motive-force wave, in connection

with an oscillograph.

The essential part of the apparatus is a rotating

contact-maker which makes a momentary contact once per revo-

lution. Referring to the figure A, two ebonite discs K are

rigidly mounted on a shaft which is directly coupled to the

shaft of generator. To the circumference of one disc is

fastened a thin conducting strip forming a slip ring. On the

other disc a point conductor is attached on the surface of

the rim. These two conductors on the discs are connected in-

ternally. A stud which carries a mova.ble "brush F is mounted

loose upon the fixed shaft. The movable brush I is resting

on the disc carrying a point contact, while a fixed brush E

is resting permanently upon the slip ring. The relative po-
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sit ion of the movable "brush therefore that of armature of the

generator with respect to the field magnets of generator is

indicated by the pointer J on the graduated circular scale G.

By means of set screw H the movable brush may be set in any

desired position.

Beside this contact-maker, there are two sensitive

relays used, each accompanied with a mercury switch arranged

as shown in Fig. A.

The operation of this device is as follows; By clos-

ing the simple switch at the storage batteries the core of

relay B is magnetized, the resistance in the circuit is so

arranged that the lever arm is barely held up against the pull

of spring S, thus the mercury switch B is kept open. The cir-

cuit 1, on the other hand, from the same source of power

through the contact-maker, reversing switch, mercury switch

A, and finally to the terminals of the relay B. The polarity

of the circuit 1 and that of 2 are opposing at the relay coil.

If the circuit which operates shutter of the oscillograph is

closed by an extraneous mean, current in the relay A comes to

close mercury switch A and remain so until the shutter current is

interrupted. In the mean time the contact-maker completes the

circuit 1, and an impulse current flows through the relay coil

B against a steady current, that already established from the

circuit 2. Since the resistance in the circuit 1 is much

smaller in comparison with that of £, this impulse current is

sufficient to cause demagnetization of the core of relay which
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in turn releases the lever arm. The mercury switch B thus

closes the armature circuit through a load impeadance. The

transient current and e.m.f. take place for this particular

phase angle and are recorded on the photographic film.

The use of this device for the transients which

due to opening the switch, the manipulation of apparatus is

exactly the same, except that the reversing switch is closed

on the opposite side marked "0" and adjust relay B in such

a way that the core is magnetized to a strength such that it

can hold the lever arm against the tension but not sufficient-

ly strong enough to pull up the lever arm. Now if the circuit

1 is completed by relay switch A and contact-maker the im-

pulse current, for momentary, flow through the coil in the

same direction with the steady current from the circuit 2.

The magnetism in the core due to sum of these two currents

is capable of pulling the lever arm up and hold it in that

position by the relay coil even after the circuit 1 is brok-

en.

The resistances of the circuit 1 and 2 and the volt-

age of batteries must be kept constant for a set of films to

be taken including a calibration film which definitely de-

termines the position of movable brush. Since there exists a

time lag from the instant the shutter circuit is closed till

the mercury switch B opens or closes and the constancy of

this Lime lag depends entirely upon the constancy of the

circuits condition.

— wm^m,—
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The following oscillograms show the transient short

circuit currents of a magneto generator running at the speed

of 1£00 R.P.M. The switch was set to close the circuit at

0°
,
30°, 60°, 75°, and 90° respectively. 4JU-ie Hiowever , tfi£

actual measurement shows a slight error each picture, the

maximum
A
which is one and eight tenths electrical degree or

one four thousandth of k&e second.

It is possible, so far as the author's opinion is

concerned, to make this apparatus accurate within an error

of two electrical degrees at the frequency of 60 cycles or

nearly one ten thousandth of the second, if a slight im-

provement is given to the relays.

~Fta Q Swi'ch Set -for 0°
Ca /i 6raff"/o rr Q °





s

Flj. J? Switct, set -for 6o°
Calr brofi'on {> 1 .

1°









Fi cj. H ffye r Via*, / rt<z

B&r/nt'j'c. Wav<z pa/'»r S w itch c a/r rt net a,c/
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